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"Most Active Users" (module users_rank) broken link on user name

Status

 Closed

Subject

"Most Active Users" (module users_rank) broken link on user name

Version

11.x

Category

• Usability

Feature

Modules

Resolution status

Out of Date

Submitted by

luciash d' being []

Volunteered to solve

manivannans

Lastmod by

luciash d' being []

Rating

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) ©

Description

This module lists users with links, but the link is missing the user ID. It goes to tiki-user_information.php?userId= instead of tiki-user_information.php?userId=1

Update: Appears that it happens when user information is private or the user preferences feature is not enabled. Looks fixed in 12.x because it doesn't show the link there but just the user name in plain text instead.

Workaround

Upgrade to 12.x

Importance

7

Easy to solve?

10 easy

Priority

70

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID
The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item5050--Most-Active-Users-module-users_rank-broken-link-on-user-name